
Sakshi Lawande '2 0
"My biggest dream is to
make my parents proud."

Alexa Wehrheim '2 1
"My biggest dream is to
be a professional dancer
or choreographer."

Julia Leach '2 1
"My dream for the future
is to live in a world where
everyone knows what a
Hy-Vee rotisserie chicken
tastes like."

Gu ess whose Bitmoji?

Max
Vanderschaaf '22

Reese
Linenemann '21

Raksha
Kumar '22

Drew Dyer
'23

Priya Gutti
'20

Adrian
Swanson '20

Mitchell Wood
'22

Sidney Brockmann
'22

Alex Thorne '21 tweeted to have
popular sports reporter, Matt Coss,
tweet at Dek Hockey, a popular out
of school activity.

Courtney Mohr '21 tweeted about
her confusion around bitmojis.

Margret Huang '20 tweeted about
her excitement for senior year.
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Answer Key: A=4 B=3 C=2 D=1 E=6 F=5 G=8 H=7

A. B. C. D.

E. F. G. H.

1. 2. 3. 4.

5. 6. 7. 8.

16%

PVHS announcing the double state
champions, Pleasant Valley
Platinum Dance Team.

Riverbend Food Bank praising Fill
the Truck Night, with PV as the
winners.

Max Murphy '20 commiting to run
at University of Iowa.

Margaret Huang '20 roasting
college's emails during the
application season.

President Trump's response to the
mess-up at the Iowa Caucus.

Publications celebrating some
awards at the Journalism
conference.

3%

Something very different about our current presidency is the reliance Trump has with his Twitter acount. The
public does not wait to hear his latest interview on FOX or recent quotes in the New York Times article.
Rather, we all tune in to President Trump's twitter page. With over 72 million followers, a large portion of the
United States and world tune in to each of his tweets to find out what is happening in the White House.

No other president has made their social media presence as influential as Trump. It really does define the
21st century as one constantly revolving around our screens. Many of the most popular media outlets create
their articles from the tweet notifications they recieve. It feels like we are constantly being texted by our
commander in chief from a group chat including the whole country. Many people love the inclusivity steming
from his twitter, while some think it makes the country seem improper and too open. Nevertheless, one thing
we can all agree on is how social media has truly become a part of the American society.

@therealdonaldtrump

Chasing
 Down the

PV students dream
big, knowing hard
work and
determination can
get them anywhere.
Here's how these
Spartans are
chasing their  dreams.
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